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Botanical Js'otes.

±5y Moses N. Elrod.

Tecoma radicans (L.) D C. The trumpet-flower presents many peculiar

cliaracters that are of great value in securing cross-fertilization, and it

seems to be constructed on a plan admirably adapted to meet the needs

of the humming-bird.

One among the first things in its structure to attract attention is the

nearly horizontal position of the flower, its short, unexpanded lower lip,

the opposite of the arrangement in many flowers dependent upon insect

visitors for fertilization, and the manner in which the filaments are

twisted right and left so as to bring the dehiscing anther on the same

plane with their backs against the upper lip of the corolla. This group-

ing of tlie authors is effected by the outer and longer pair of the angular,

dini(irpli<nis filaments making one turn on their axes and the inner pair

making a half turn. The pistil is a little longer than the stamens and

terminates in a two-branched, foliaceous, spatidate stigma.

In July, 1002, I noticed that the stigma is sensitive. AVhile searching

in my pocket for a magnifying glass the lobes of a plucked flower had

closed so that the stigmatic surfaces Avere in close contact. The use of

force failed to separate them for more than a moment and when one of

the thin lobes was cut away the other curled up into a loost- roll. At the

time, I supposed that I had made a discovery. l)ut soon found that 1 had

been anticipated. In Mullcr's "Fertilization of Flowers" it is stated that

when the stigma of BlfinonUi has been "touched by an insect vi-sitor they

then close \\\) immediately." He also quotes the experiments of his brother

on a South American species, showing that successful fertilization was

secured only Avhen the pollen applied came from a plant growing "at a

distance." It was to test the sensitiveness of the stigmas and the condi-

tions under which cross-fertilization was" effectual that my observations of

Tecoma radicans were made.

The stigmatic lobes of a flower which had just come into bloom, when

irritated with the point of a knife-blade or any other hard substance,

closed In five seconds, and those of the faded flowers in thirty seconds.

A drop of water acted as an irritant when applied soon after the stigiuas
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bad matiiretl. but a warm rain bad uo effect. Fresb flowers placed in a

refrigerator were not affected by tbe reduction of tbe temperature, wbile

tbose exposed to cold rains seemed to bave tbeir irritability diminisbed.

Tbe application of pollen from tbe same or anotber flower had no effect

wben care was exercised not to rougiily touch the stigma. Pollen was

applied one evening to the tip of the lower lobe, which is the larger and

longer of the two lobes, and it did not binder their opening next morning.

After closing up from tbe use of an irritant alone they opened again in

about two hours. But if the irritation bad been accompanied with the

application of pollen from the same or another vine they rarely opened

again, and never if tlie ovary was fertilized.

More than fifty experiments to determine the effects of pollenization

with pollen from the same flower as the stigma treated, or from another

flower growing on the same stock, gave negative results. In some cases

the ovary seemed to swell and remained attached to tbe vine longer than

those not pollenated, but they all turned black or dropped off within

fifteen days.

All the stigmas treated, to determine their irritability, and the effects

of pollen applied to them coming from a distance, grew on vines in the

back yard of No. 823 Washington Street. Columbus, Indiana. Six strong

stocks, coming from the same root, cover the fence and an old apple tree.

In the autumn of 1901 they produced many matured capsules. August

the 10th and 20th, 1902, eleven stigmas were pollenated from flowers col-

lected two and one half squares distant. Six of these began to develop in

fine style, but came to naught. September 9tb and 10th, six stigmas vrere

treated with pollen from a vine found growing outside tbe city limits, one-

fourth mile west on the Nashville road. As a result, the ovary, in one

instance grew to be one inch long and then withered. The others were

failures and tbeir ovaries did not appear to bave grown a little bit. The

season closed with nothing to show for my work and the distance theory

unverified. The vine in my yard began blooming again July 1st, 1903, and

the first experiment of that year was made to see how much influence the

soil in which the vine grew had to do in determining the final results of

cross-fertilization. July 5th, I collected flowers from a vine growing in

the rich bottom land of Clifty Creek, two miles south of the cit.y, and

twenty stigmas growing in my yard were pollenated. The flowers treated,

were in all stages of blooming, from those just opening to others that

were fading, Imt none where the lobes of tbe stigma did not promptly
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close when irritated. These exiieriniputs resulted in twelve full grown

capsules. July 31st and August 3d eighteen stigmas were pollenated from

flowers found growing on clay soil, one mile south of the city, which,

resulted in three mature capsules. August the 14tli and 18th, nineteen

stigmas were treated with pollen from a vine growing in clay soil one-

half square north of my vine, and three mature pods were the result.

Ten stigmas were pollenated August lOth from a vine growing in clay soil,

at the root of a large elm tree, about one square northwest of the home

vine, and eight matui'e capsules were the result.

Summarized, the lesults show that sixty per cent, of the polleu.ations

made with pollen from a vine growing in rich loam were successful;

fifteen and sixteen per cent, were successful when the pollen came from

clay soil, and the vines grew in the open, under conditions nearly the

same as that of my back yard, and eighty per cent, as the result whea

the pollen came from a vine whose roots were planted in clay soil and

eutertwined with those of a big elm. From this it seems that the soil in

which the vine grows, has some influence on the fertilizing power of its

pollen. The pollen used in the 1902 experiments, which resulted in fnil-

ures, came from vines growing in the open and rooted in clay soil. Th^;

idea that pollen coming from the big elm tree vine is in some way pecu-

liarly efficacious in prcdiicing seed is confirmed by the fact that a vine

within one hundred yards of it, and favorably located to encourage hum-

ming-birds to visit betAveen the two, has lorne an abundant crop of cap-

sules for the past two years.

The only insects noticed on the trumpet-flowers were rol)l)ers. whose

visits were without compensating advantages. Black ants and little

sweat bees came early and stayed late; the ants to get nectar, and the

bees to collect pollen. Sometimes they found an entrance between the

lobes of the corolla limb before the flov.-er was open. The bees made short

work of collecting all the pollen in sight—half of it going within fifteen

minutes. When the pullen Avas knocked down into the tube they did not

seem to be in any way put out, but Avent on collecting until all was gone.

As many as six bees Avere seen together in a corolla, very busy, croAvding

and fighting for place. Had they found any pollen on a stigma they

would have taken it. During a drouth conical holes were found in the

calyx, of many floAvers, that reached doAA'u to the ovary, and as mud-

dauber wasps, t^phcgidc. Avere seen about the holes they Avere charged Avith

making them. After r;iin came they disappeared, and may have done the
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drilling' to yet at the nectar as food, or as a substitnte for water in temper-

ing tlieir building material. Hnnible and lionej'-bees occasionally were

seen prospecting around the flowers, but they rarely stopped for more

than a moment.

It is remarkable, while the mechanism of Tecoma is peculiarly effective

in preventing self-pollenation, that its j)ollen is impotent except when

applied to the stigma of another plant under restricted conditions, and

that the humming-bird is us only visitor of service in its fertilization.

Impaticns aiirea Muhl. The pale toi:ch-me-not is a common plant in

Indiana, growing best in the damp, rich soil of the shaded river bottoms.

The mechanism of the flower is generally understood, but the part

played by the scales, on the inner side of the filaments, is not so well

known. The filaments are so arranged as to form a group, which is held

together by the coherent scales. With reference to the moutli of the spur

the posterior part of the group is closed by a single filament and the sides

by tAvo filaments, leaving the front with a larger opening between the

anterior pair than elseAvhere. The scale of the posterior filament is di-

vided into two parts which are continuous with the coherent scales of the

sides. The two resulting appendages are symmetrical, and are in close

contact, on an antero-posterior line, so as to form a roof or hood over the

end of the stigma. On the under side of the hood is a pocket into which

the stigmatic end of the ovary is inserted. The end of the ovary is

marked by a slight papilla near the anterior end of the dividing line of

the hood. The pocket is so placed with reference to the plane of the hood

that the end of the ovary does not push at right angles, but in an oblique

direction. The filaments cease to grow when the flower opens, while the

ovary continues to increase in length, and by this arrangement with refer-

ence to the hood it pushes against it without protruding, until the fila-

ments are broken from their attachment to the receptacle. When the con-

nection with the receptacle is broken the filaments curl backward with

such force as to often cause the cap of withered anthers to fall to the

ground. If this does not happen, the cap is easily displaced by the first

insect-visitor that attempts to enter the spur.

When it is recalled that the touch-me-not floAver is suspended from the

end of a slender peduncle, and bobs and swings with every breeze or

touch of an insect, the function of the hood in excluding self-pollenation

becomes evident. Observations show that the hood is frequently covered

with pollen that has sifted througli the chink between the anthers, or has
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been carried to it by small insects. But the stigmas are not always so

well protected as the foregoini;; mij.'lit indicate. As the season advances

flowers begin to appear in which the stigmatic end of the ovary is ex-

posed. On the IGth of Septemljer a patch of /. aurea was visited and the

ovary fonnd protruding in a ma.iority of tliose examined. That this

change was due to the waning vigor of the plant seems to be shown when,

at a later date, after rain and contiuxied warm weather, only one out of

twenty-five flowers was found with the stigma exposed. Examination

with a microscope showed pollen adhering to the papilla* of the stigma.

Soon after the exposed stigmas are seen cleistogamous flowers begin to

appear.

Just over, or anterior to the protuberance, made on the hood by the

end of the ovary, is an erect, mem1)ranous appendage, composed of two

pieces about one line long. Its fmiction is not obvious, but it may serve

as an increased protection to the stigma against self-pollenation. So far

as seen it is peculiar to Iiiipatiois (nnrn.

Impatlcns hiflora, Walt. After two years of observation, I am led to

believe that the spotted touch-me-not produces its crop of cliestogam-

ous flowers in the spring only, before the conspicuous flowers begin to

appear. This fact has led some writers, who looked for them in autumn,

to state that this species does not produce concealed flowers. Last

spring hundreds of them were examined and concealed flowers found in

the axils of the leaves of all the plants over six inches high. The glau-

cous stem of the /. aiirea distinguishes the young plant of that species

before it blooms, but to make sure of the species, they were again visited

after conspicuous flowers had become abundant. The first conspicuous

flowers had the stigmas exposed through a hole in the hood. But this

exposure of the stigma Avas confined to the spring flowers. The first

normal flower seen in my yard came into bloom June the 0th, and pro-

duced a seed-l)earing capsule. The distance at which this plant grew,

from any others then in bU.om of the same species, probably excludes the

possibility of cross-fei tilization. Those blooming a few days later had

holes in the hood.

The touch-me-not is cross-fertilized through the agency of bees.

Rarely a humming-bird poises over a flower, Init does not seem to find

anything to detain it long. Its bill is too long and slender to make it a

good instrument for carrying pollen. Humble-bees become numerous

about the flowers late in the season, and by their size and clumsy move-
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ments, not only detach the anther cap, but frequently manage to bring

themselves to the ground imprisoned in a withering corolla. Other

smaller bees, in search of honey, enter the spur without touching the

anthers.

Claijtonia yirgivica L. The movements of the stamens and stigmas of

this plant are curious and somewhat puzzling. When the petals first open

the pistil is longer than the proterandrous stamens, but of the same

length- after the branches of the stigma are recurved. In some flowers the

stamens remain clustered around the style and closed stigma for a time

after the petals have opened, and while in this position, the under part

of an insect-visitor readily becomes dusted with pollen. Later the sta-

mens are lient backward until the anthers rest on the face of the hori-

zontal pistils. When this outward movement of the stamens takes place

the lobes of the stigma are also bent outward and in position for cross-

fertilization, (^uite often it happens that it can scarcely be said that the

stamens are proterandrous, all the movements before described occurring

at the time the anthers liecome dehiscent. When this takes place the

insect-visitor has little chance of collecting pollen, l)ut it leaves the stigma

in an ideal position for cross-fertilization. Flowers can be found in all

-of thes-e sta.^es at the same time: and the honey-bee in making its rounds

soon becomes dusted Avith pollen, Avithout having to depend on the re-

curAcd stamens for a supply.

I'nlike many iloAA-ers tnat are in part or Avholly dependent on insects

for feitilizatioii, tlie spring beaiity lasts but one day. It comes into bloom

early in the season and its day is past before insects become numerous,

hence, as miglif lie expected, there is a provision Avhich assures self-

pollenation. The jierals that open in the morning begin to close in the

afterno nn. and by vAiihi are gatliered into an imbricated roll. If the day

has been cnkl and tlie lobes of the stigma have not become fully recurved,

so as to l)riiig their pa;)ilhie on a IcA'el with the anthers, the process of

recurA-atiou is completed before they are caught by the closing petals.

Examination shoAvs that after closing the anthers Avith pollen still adher-

ing are in close contact Avith the stigma. Pollen was found at night on

the papilla? of the old floAvers that was not there Itefore insects ceased to

tiy that afternoon. No insect other than tlie honey-bee Avas seen about

them, and, as its visits Avere rather rare, the numerous and well filled

capsules must have Ik en the result of self-iioUenation.
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Hijdropluil 11)11 apiicndiculitni Miclix. is proteranclrous. When the

floAver flrst comes into bloom the pistil is about one-half the length of the

mature stamens. The dehiscing anthers are gray with pollen, which dis-

appears within six hours. By the time the pollen is gone the pistil has

grown to the same length as the stamens, the two lobes of the stigma are

recurved and ready for ei'oss-poUenation. Bees are the pollen carriers,

which they get from the anthers of flowers that bloom at irregular hours

throughout the day. A plant in my yard began to bloom early in ^Nlay

and was still producing a few flowers August Sth. During dry weather

in Jidy, the flowers were less than oue-luilf the normal size, the tube

very much shortened, and in others the corolla changed from campanulate

to rotate.

rolemoiuioii reptcnis L. The stamens are not as long as the pistil.

Dehiscence begins wlien the corolla is about half open, and before the

lobes of the stigma are re<nirved. Later the stamens are bent outward and

the pistils left to occupy the center fleld. Honey-bees enter the half-

blown flowers and come out well dusted with pollen, which they carry to

the older flowers. Invariably, when a bee comes to a plant, it pays its

respects flrst to the half-blown flower, and may not visit the older ones at

all. It seems to know that they liave been exhausted of nectar. As it en-

ters the slenderly supported flower it clasps all tlie organs at once, and its

movements are al)out as gracefid as those of the humble-bee.

Tl:e pistil of Liishiiacliia qiKHlrifolla \j. and of L. trrrcstri^ (L.) B. S. P.

when the flowers first open are sharply curved to one side by a bend

near tlie middle of the style. After the anthers have shed their pollen

the pistil is erected and the stigma in position for cross-fertilization by

the insect-visitor. That this may be accomplished, the blooms last for

seieral days.

The stiimatic lobes of Salilxit'ni (iiii/iihiris (I.. I Piirsh. are as long or

longer than the supporting style and the whole pistil only aboiit one half

the length of the stamens when the flower first opens. To make it

doubly sure that self-pollenation shall not occur, the lobes are closely

twisted together until the coiled anthers have unrolled and shed their

pollen. In the meantime the pistil has increased in length and the lol)es

curved back at right angles to the style. The lobes are stigmatic along

the inner side, and remained twisted after they are recurved, so that an

Insect passing over or under them with pollen on its back or under parts,

would be likely to effect fertilization. Many of the flowers are in bloom
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;it the same time, are (inite handsome, frajirant. and stay in bloom a week

or more. It is curious that finding the plant in a certain locality one

season is no sij^n that it can lie lonud there next year.

Tfiraxdcuin Tuni.rdcinii (L.i Kcrst. While watching the effects of tem-

perature on the dandelion in .fune a nundier wei'e found which were not

producing pollen, the heads were perfect in every way. ))ut had no pollen

on the styles or liranches of the stij^mas when the bees Avere excluded.

The connate anther-tubes, which were of the normal form in all stages

of development, were examined iindei- the microscope and not a grain of

pollen found in them. The sterile head.s were of a uniform pale yellow

and lacked the golden tinted center of the fertile heads found growing

near liy. Bees indifferently passed from one kind to tlie other. Seed was

foiniid on the sts'rile licads, l>ut tlxMc were more al)ort('d achenes than

usual.

The dandelion is very sensitive to change of temperature, while the

absence of sunshine has very little elfect. Early in the season the same

heads may be exposed as often as three days in succession, and the in-

voluci e not ),e opened f(jr more than two or three hours at any one time.

As the temperature increases they stay exposed from early morning until

shut up by the falling temperatui'e of the afternoon, and may not open

again next day.

Riiflliii sin'ijens L. produces a large crop of cleistogamous flowers

during lute summer and autumn. The flowers are clustered in the axils

and hidden by the long segments of the calyx. The change from con-

spicuous to concealed flowers involves more than a change from gamo-

petalous to apetalous. The stamens are reduced in length to that of the

ovary with a small pollen-producing surface at the tip, which is in close

proximity to the sessile stigma. The resiilting ci!i)suli s are numerous and

well filled with seed.

Ftilcatd coiiKjsd (L.) Kuntze sends forth long, slender, stoloniferous

runners in early simimer that produce apetalous flowers before the con-

spicuous blooms appear. Not only is the form of the flower quite differ-

ent from that of those coming later, but the early, ovoid, single-seeded,

fleshy pod is very unlike the three-seeded, bean-like pod of the later

flowers. The mature single-seeded pods are found on or near, the ground

after the conspiciious flowers have come into bloom.

If ().i-(/lis utricla L. produces cleistogamous flowers on recurved scapes,

at the base of the plant I have not seen them, but have found flowers in
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July in which the enlyx remained closed over the dwarfed corolhi. The

only change in stnu-tnre noted was that the five shorter, stamens bore

aborted anthers, and that the pollen-bearing anthers were in contact with

the stigma. Contrary to what some writers state the stamens of 0.

Stricta are often dinorphic. Tlie self-poUenation of the normal flower is

accomplished by the corolla closing after exposnre. and pressing the

anthers against the stigma.

One of the most interesting changes in structure from a conspicuous

to a cleistogamous flower is seen in the violet. The showy flowers are so

constructed that the honey-bee is the only insect that I know to be of

service in its fertilization, and only a part of the anthers are called into

tise by it. To reach the spur in which the nectar is stored, the bee, after

it settles, has to reverse iis position, and force its tongue l)etween the two

-appendages on the lower stamens. In doing this it comes in contact

-with the .stigma antl at the same time is dusted with pollen from the

appendagcd stamens. The an.tht rs of the other three stamens do not aid

in supplying the Itee with pollen, and seem to be of vei-y little if any use

to the plant. In the concealed fbnvcrs. they ai'c aborted. The pistil, of

the cleistogamous flowers of Mula Striiit>i Ait., is declined, so as to bring

the stigma against the end of the ovary, and in contact with the two con-

nivent anthers. Two appendages grow from the fertile stamens, just

below the anthers, that are expanded so as to cover the anthers and the

whole of the pistil.

1. sti-i(it(i continues to iirodui-e showy flowers longer than many other

species, and as a consequence its concealed flowers come in summer.

Viola pubescciis Ait. develops a few yellow flowers in early spring. It

continues to grow imtil August, and as it grows, concealed flowers are

developed in the axils of the leaves.

The altruptness of the change from a showy to a cleistogamous flower

Avas beautifully shown on a plant of Impaticns hiffara that produced a w^ell-

•developed, consjiicuous flower on one branch of a peduncle and a concealed

flower en the other branch.

The fact that the stigma of Tccoiun radicaiis returns to its former posi-

tion in two hours after it has l)een changed in response to an irritant,

unless the irritation has been accomplished by pollen of a certain quality,

shows that the process of fertilization begins within two hours after the

right kind of pollen has lieen applied, and that the stigma is endowed

with renuirkalde selective power. The whole process suggests the shad-
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owy beginning that has ciilmiiiatecl in the will, and recalls Professor

Minot's definitjon of consciousness, "the function of consciousness is to

dislocate in time the reactions from sensations." lu Teconia the reaction is^

not dislocated from the sensation, for there can not be such a tiling as

sensation in a plant, but there is a curious tendency in that direction.

The calyx of Scentellaria cordifolia Muhl. splits back to the base at

maturity, and the helmet-like upper lip falls away. Before the upper lip

falls the ripe nutlets lie loose in the bowls of the persistent lower lip. A
gust of wind strong enough to sot the dry leafless stems to swaying v»'ill

detach the upper lip and send the seeds flying with the wind.

The following plants, which are not included in Professor Coulter's

"Flowering Plants and Ferns of Indiana," are known to occur in Barthol-

omeAV County. Qiicrciis Schnevkii Britton is common in the western part

of the county, and frequently wherever red and black oaks grow.

Qucrciis Alcxaiulcri Britton formerly was abundant on the Knobstone hills

of Bartholomew and Biown counties and the north part of Jackson

County. Locally it is known as chestnut oak or tan-bark oak. Some

years ago the bark was an important source of revenue to the inhabitants

of Brown County. Along the line of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern

Railroad, where it grows in dense forests, it is being shipped for use as

telephone poles.

Perilla friitescens (L.) Britton grows on the south side of Columbus,

Hope »& Greensburg Railroad one-fourth mile east of Lambert's Switch.

It is abundant in that locality.

Tradescantia hractcata Small occurs sparingly, and T. rcficxa Raf.,

commonly, on the sandhills of Bartholomew and Brown counties. T.

hractcata blooms in April, and does not last later than May. The oaks

above named have been reported as occurring in the State by Professor

Coulter, the others are believed to be new to the Indiana list.


